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Assembly Celebrates 125 years of Old Bolts’ Association

S

choolboys were joined by former pupils for a special assembly celebrating 125
years of the Old Boltonians’ Association (OBA).
Mr. Britton told the 921 boys that a good number of them would, after leaving
school, attend Old Boltonians’ Association events, even if they found that diﬃcult
to imagine right now. The OBA, which has a world-wide membership of over 5,500
former pupils, provides the link between Old Boys and their former school and
oﬀers social and sporting opportunities. Mr. Britton told how 26 former Presidents
of the OBA are still alive and thanked the 14 of them who were present. He told
how an aﬃnity with the School never leaves most Old Boys and they are always
keen to return to deliver talks, career advice and sagacity. It was Headmaster
Matthews back in 1895 who conceived the idea of an Alumni club and who
organised the first dinner. 330 invites were despatched to all corners of the land
and a group of 63 gathered at the Commercial Hotel in Bolton on 21 March 1895
for the inaugural dinner. One of the first endeavours of the Old Boys was to raise
funds to enable the education of young men through what are now called
bursaries.
School Captain Ruairi McCabe took the audience back to 1895 and told of a not
altogether unfamiliar world, where the UK had uncertain relationships with Europe,
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had experienced a number of relatively short-lived governments,

recollections which involved other Old Boy teachers including Mr.

was worried about the climate and had an ageing monarch at its

Teasdale, Mr. Watkinson, Mr. Lees and Mr. Brace.

head!
Vice-captain Krishnan Ajit considered what the School looked like

The morning ended with a rousing version of the unoﬃcial School
anthem, Jerusalem. Here’s to the next 125 years!

in 1895, with its 40 pupils and based in the centre of town; there
too, some things sounded familiar such as a school production of
‘Julius Caesar’ and Popplewell Scholars heading oﬀ to university.
The Girls’ Division, then the Bolton High School for Girls, was
situated where the current Boys’ Junior School is on Park Road
and, despite the distance between the two schools, Headmaster
Matthews had to reprimand boys for climbing over the wall into
the girls’ playground!
After the singing of the school song Forty Years On, Old Boy
Peter Acton, who is a former President and currently President of
Old Boltonians in the South East, recalled how, after a chance
encounter with Headmaster Baggley in 1972 at Russell Square
tube station, he resolved to go to the next London dinner in 1973.
In those days, it was a formal black-tie event for Old Boys only.
The London dinner now is shared with the Old Girls’ Association
and no longer black-tie; it has run for 117 years, is one of five
Alumni regional dinners held in the UK each year and, with an
average 100 attendees, is one of the most popular.
Another Old Boy and current Russian teacher, Mr. Wyatt, spoke of
the conviviality of Old Boy reunions and delivered amusing
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Pupils Quiz Author over Skype
characters, as well as revealing which of them is most like Alex

P

upils from both Divisions chatted with Alex Bell during a
Skype call organised by the Library staﬀ. Two groups convened
in the Arts Centre, where Alex appeared on-screen to answer lots
of questions about her books, her writing process and being an
author.

herself.
Alex also writes young adult horror stories and in the second
session discussed this genre with Year 11, focusing on her book
‘Frozen Charlotte’ and its prequel ‘Charlotte Says’. She began
with her influences and inspirations, which include Gothic horror

The event was particularly exciting for boys and girls in the Year

and romance, and the fact that she chooses particular tropes to

7 and 8 Book Clubs, who are involved in the Bolton Children’s

use in her books because those are her favourites. When asked

Fiction Award (BCFA), as Alex’s book ‘The Polar Bear Explorers’

why she hasn’t yet written about ‘creepy clowns’, she explained

Club’ was one of the six novels shortlisted in 2019. After hearing

that it’s very diﬃcult to get away from Stephen King’s ‘It’ and so

about Alex’s journey to become an author, pupils asked about

she would only do so if she thought she could do something

her favourite authors when she was growing up (J.K. Rowling,

diﬀerent with it. Alex talked about the real-world inspiration for

Enid Blyton and Terry Pratchett) and her favourite mythological

the small but scary dolls that feature in ‘Frozen Charlotte’: she

creature (the unicorn, though now she enjoys making up new

discovered the dolls when she was first researching for the book

ones). The questions also revealed that Alex keeps a notebook

and thought they were an interesting and original twist on a

where she jots down ideas, which is where the title for ‘The Polar

traditional horror trope. She also talked about the writing process

Bear Explorers’ Club’ came from, but does all her writing on a

and the diﬃculties and benefits of writing a prequel.

computer due to “unreadable” handwriting. She talked about
why she made Shay a wolf-whisperer and her inspiration for her

Pupils in both sessions were delighted to pose their questions to
Alex to find out more about her books and what it’s like to be an
author.
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Celebrating the Year of the Rat
children dressed in red or traditional clothing and had fun in a

B

olton School spent a whole week celebrating Chinese New Year
and the beginning of the Year of the Rat. At the Junior Boys’ School,
which has had Confucius Classroom status since 2015 and teaches
Mandarin as part of the curriculum, all pupils enjoyed learning about
the myth of the Chinese Zodiac in assembly. This was followed by a
series of dance workshops, where the boys used movement to
become tigers, warriors, elephants, flowing water and even
fireworks.
Junior Boys’ teacher Mr. Hough also spent a day delivering an
introduction to Mandarin Chinese for all the classes at Gilded
Hollins School in Leigh. Children from Reception up to Year 6
learned about tones, greetings and counting and discovered more
about Chinese culture. These outreach lessons were organised with
the Junior Boys’ School in its role as a Confucius Classroom and as
part of a Chinese cultural week at Gilded Hollins School.
Parents from Manchester Chinese School shared aspects of their
traditional culture with pupils by decorating Beech House, Bolton
School’s Infant School. They hung lanterns throughout the School’s
corridors and arranged displays of red envelopes, golden apples
and other traditional elements of Chinese New Year celebrations.
The Library also featured a display of books about Chinese culture,
the zodiac and Chinese New Year. At the end of the week, the

colourful ribbon dance workshop.
At the Nursery and in the Nursery Class, children dressed in lucky
red for the occasion. The Caterpillar Room painted paper fans and
made vegetable stir fry, while the Butterfly Room crafted beautiful
Chinese dragons. Younger children created red and gold paintings
and tried using chopsticks.
Even the School’s Catering department got involved, providing
celebratory spreads of Chinese food for Junior Boys, Senior Boys
and children at the Nursery.
Pupils can pursue their interest in Mandarin in Senior School too. In
the Boys’ and Girls’ Division, eleven pupils attend a weekly afterschool Mandarin class with the aim of achieving a GCSE in the
language. These lessons build on the success of last year, when
four girls successfully sat their Mandarin GCSE, achieving grades 9,
8, 7 and 6. The three-year course takes students from a beginner
level foundation in tones, pinyin and core everyday language
through to GCSE themes with a thorough and comprehensive
approach to grammar, study skills and vocabulary. As well as being
highly academic, the course is also full of vibrant cultural studies
and experiences to enhance the students’ Mandarin journey.
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A Lunchtime with Footballing Legends

Y

ear group football teams and elite athletes at Bolton School were joined by
pupils from nearby Gaskell Primary School as they enjoyed an engrossing
lunchtime with Manchester United football legend, Ryan Giggs and Joe
Thompson, former Rochdale, Tranmere, Bury and Carlisle player, who has twice
fought oﬀ cancer. The former players generously gave up their time and the event
marked the latest addition to the Elite Athlete Programme coordinated by Mr.
Hughes and arranged with the kind help of Lisa Forshaw PR.
The two players were interviewed ‘on stage’ about their life and career by Mr.
Hughes. Ryan Giggs, who is the current Welsh coach, spoke about his early life
and how his family moved to North Manchester from Cardiﬀ when he was 7 years
old. He told how he met his first friends through playing football on the street. His
father played rugby league for Swinton (and Wales) so the young Ryan was
exposed to professional sport from an early age, watching training sessions and
games. He told how he played for Salford Boys and was initially on the books with
Manchester City. However, after Sir Alex Ferguson and Brian Kidd had been to
watch him, he switched his allegiances to United on his fourteenth birthday. He
quickly progressed from the youth team to training with the first team and by the
age of 17 – just one year out of school – he was in the starting eleven.
Joe Thompson told how he moved to Greater Manchester at the age of 9 and
initially found it tough to integrate into primary school but, again, football allowed
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him to make friends. He went to secondary school at St.

players, staﬀ and their families – he knew everyone’s name. He

Cuthbert’s in Oldham and joined Man. Utd. aged 9 – Ryan Giggs

had a great aura about him and the last thing he would say before

was his hero! He was released just before he sat his GCSEs.

the players went on the pitch was “enjoy yourselves”.

However, he worked hard for his exams and stressed to the
young audience that it is important to work hard and to have a
back-up plan.

Picking up his own story, Joe told how, aged 16, he had trials
with a number of northern teams including Liverpool, Wigan and
Northampton. His PE teacher suggested trying out at Rochdale

Ryan took the audience back to 1992 when United came second

(where Keith Hill, the current Bolton manager, was youth team

to Leeds United in the Premier League – with grown men crying in

manager). Joe was successful and he came to realise that this

the dressing room, this had a massive eﬀect on him and on the

was a competitive business, with grown men scrapping to get

team as a whole. There was a determination that they would not

into the squad because they had families to look after. After

experience that feeling again. Giggs then went on to become

playing for Rochdale for six years and seeing them promoted, he

English football’s most decorated player, winning 13 Premier

moved to Tranmere, where he played 20 or so games in his first

League titles, 4 FA Cups, 3 League Cups, 2 Champions Leagues,

season. In his second season – and with a little girl ‘on the way’ –

a FIFA Club World Cup, an Intercontinental Cup, a UEFA Super

he was diagnosed with Hodgkin lymphoma, which he said was a

Cup and 9 Community Shields, and to play 64 times for Wales.

‘mind-blowing’ experience. He took a break from football and

During his 24 seasons with Man Utd, he was never sent oﬀ.

successfully fought oﬀ the cancer – whilst it was tough, he said

Casting his mind back to the treble winning season of 1998-99,

he felt the need to be a role model for his one-year-old daughter.

he told them that the only time he cried on a football field was

He made his footballing come back in 2014-15 at Bury. By the

after their two late goals, which saw them snatch victory from

following season, he was fully trusting his body again and moved

Bayern Munich in the Champions League final. By 2008, when

to Carlisle and then back to Rochdale. On Christmas Eve 2016, a

United won the Champions League again, Ryan said he felt he

routine follow-up scan revealed that the cancer had returned! This

could “take a step back” and savour it, enjoying other young

time, he said he was angry and tearful. He was given lots of

players like Rooney and Ronaldo winning it.

support from family and friends but said, even though he likes to

Talking about Sir Alex, he said that whilst he was a manager who
was huge on discipline and standards, he did get to know all his

be ‘the rock’, he was crumbling inside. He talked about fighting
the illness and how the doctors ‘strip you down and build you
back up’. Having fought cancer oﬀ a second time, he made a
10

Joe advised that balance is important. He told how he always
enjoyed school and how he did well in his GCSEs. He said his
mum did not believe him when he told her his marks and thought
they had confused him with another pupil! Ryan said he 100%
regretted not putting more time into his schoolwork, but all his
energy went into football.
Both players talked about the importance of resilience and having
good support around you when things don’t go your way. Ryan
also spoke of stacking the odds in his favour by taking care with
his diet, practising yoga, seeing an osteopath and even changing
his bed and car to better suit his body.
fairy-tale return, coming on as substitute in the last game of the
2017-18 season and scoring the winning goal with his second
touch, which meant Rochdale were not relegated. The audience
watched a moving Sky Sports film about Joe’s career and battle
with cancer, which can be viewed here.
The two former players answered a wide variety of questions.
Asked whether young children are under too much pressure these
days, Ryan said he is ‘old school’ and remembers running home
from school and banging a ball against a wall and training as
much as he could. He also recommended playing other sports
and recalled how he enjoyed rugby, basketball and athletics; he
felt you can learn diﬀerent skill sets in other fields. To a degree, he
said, it is good to take people out of their comfort zone.

Asked about the current Liverpool team, both players
complimented them on being a great team with an outstanding
manager – and aﬀorded the same praise to Manchester City.
Talking about the best players they played with and against, Ryan
said Cristiano Ronaldo went on to be the best, but that Paul
Scholes was the most consistent. Even though he played against
Messi, he said Zinedine Zidane was the best player he ever
played against (in a match vs. Juventus in 1996) saying he did
not give the ball away once in 90 minutes. Joe said the best
player he had played with was Craig Dawson and the best player
he played against was probably one of Kane, Dembélé, Son or
Dele Alli when he played against Tottenham. He also recalled
playing against Phil Neville, who was another player who never
gave the ball away.
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Students Celebrate Outstanding Results and Progress
able the boys are, but how they do compared to how they would

D

ata recently released by the government shows Sixth Form
students in the Girls’ Division and Boys’ Division performing
exceptionally well – both in terms of A Level results and the
progress they make from finishing their GCSEs to the end of their
A Level studies, compared to similar students across England.
Boys made "well above average progress" and girls "above
average progress". By clicking here you can see how well both
the Boys’ Division and Girls’ Division fared against similar local
schools.
Sue Hincks, Headmistress of the Girls' Division said: "I am

do elsewhere. The fact that we do well compared to all local
schools and colleges is a real opportunity to praise how the boys
commit to their learning and how my colleagues help, support
and teach them, alongside all the rest of the things they achieve
at school."
In the Bolton area, the Boys' Division was top for the numbers
achieving at least AAB grades — 41.9 per cent. The Girls’
Division was top for the average grade a student achieved, which
was B+ — but just taking into account the best three A-level
results only, the grade average stood at A-.

delighted with the DfE performance data for the Girls' Division.
What makes me especially proud is the value added, as this

The borough's A Level grade average was C and the national

score is based on the GCSEs which the girls achieved. We know

average was C+.

that the girls do phenomenally well at GCSE and so to make
further progress at A Level is a huge tribute to their ability,
motivation and enthusiasm, as well as to the commitment and
expertise of their teachers."
Headmaster of the Boys' Division, Philip Britton added: "I am
always pleased when the value added results show the School to
be excelling. These figures do not measure anything about how

A third of students at the Girls' Division left with AAB grades in
their exams.
In Bolton, 6.9 per cent of students achieved the top AAB grades
and nationally that figure was 16.5 per cent. For the AAB
measure, the Government only looks at A Levels, which include
two "facilitating" subjects — strong academic subjects.
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Boys enjoy Annual Senior Quiz Competition

O

n Tuesday 4th February it was, once again, time to hit the
road and head east to Bury Grammar for the Annual Senior Quiz
Competition.

In the Plate Semi-final, the ‘A’ team faced Oldham Hulme,

Eight boys, imbued with a heady mix of nerves and excitement,

We returned to school a little older and wiser and with a

boarded the bus with Mrs. Brace and Mr. Cropper, each boy
hoping that the practice sessions which have been regularly held

runners-up in Group 1. In a terrific contest, our team was just
edged out and was cruelly denied a place in the Final.

determination to do even better next year.

on Monday lunchtimes would bear fruit. Mr. Humphrey drove the
minibus expertly through Bolton town centre and beyond.
On arrival, we were taken to the Library for lunch and a rundown
of the afternoon’s activities. Bolton Boys ‘A’ team (Ben Rimmer,
Thomas Martin, Anuj Mishra and Veer Patel) was in Group 2 with
Cheadle Hulme ’B’, Bury Grammar ‘A’ and Calday Grange ‘B’.
Bolton School ‘B’ team (Amaan Patel, Ben Hunt, Hunain Tauseef
and Levi Higham) was in Group 3 with Stockport Grammar ‘B’,
Calday Grange ‘A’ and Cheadle Hulme ‘A’.
The ‘A’ team won two games and thus qualified for the Plate
competition. The ‘B’ team had a great win against Stockport in
their third game, but it was unfortunately not enough to qualify.
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Charity Trek from Patterdale to Leeds
Patterdale Hall for many years, bringing BTEC course students

P

atterdale Hall Manager Tim Taylor and his colleague Sean
Duﬀy have spent four days travelling more than 100 miles
through bleak and blustery conditions. The pair are raising
money for St. Gemma’s Hospice, a charity based in Leeds,
providing specialist care for those with life-threatening and lifelimiting illnesses.

from Bude Haven School for expeditions.
Undaunted by poor weather conditions, Tim and Sean set out
from Patterdale Hall at 6.00am on Saturday 1 February. They
have been walking between 22 and 30 miles each day since
then, taking ‘the long way round’ to avoid the tops and stay safe
in the wind and rain. The trek has taken them through parts of

They were inspired

the Lake District National Park, Howgill Fells and the Yorkshire

to complete a trail

Dales National Park. Tim said: ‘Though this is not work for us, we

marathon for charity

have had amazing support from the Bolton School wider family,

in honour of their

including hospitality from Governor Charles Cowling and his wife

‘good mate and

Becky along the route.’

fellow adventurer’
Dave, who in recent
years was diagnosed
with Motor Neurone
Disease (MND) and

Despite blisters and stiﬀ legs, freezing cold and soaking rain, the
duo reached the end of their journey in Leeds on Tuesday 4
February. At the finish line, they had walked 108 miles in just four
days.

is now being looked

The JustGiving page set up for the walk has already raised more

after by the Hospice.

than £2,500 and there is still time to donate here: https://

Dave visited

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/timandsean40n60
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Former Teacher to be BWPL President
Originally a national standard breaststroke swimmer, Mr. Pledger

M

r. Trevor Pledger, well known for his lifelong Water polo
involvement as player, coach and administrator, has been
nominated by the BWPL (British Water Polo League) committee
as the League’s new president. He will take over the role from
current president Pippa Jones at the annual meeting in
Birmingham on 10 May.

was introduced to water polo by Alf Jordan at the Chelmsford
club and came under the expert guidance of coach Jim Caulfield
at King’s School, Grantham. After playing throughout his time
studying at Birmingham University and Leeds Polytechnic, he
moved into coaching while teaching at the Royal Grammar
School, Newcastle.

Mr. Pledger is a former Director of Sport and Director of

This continued during his time at Bolton School, where his

Partnerships at Bolton School Boys’ Division, who, upon his

coaching partnership with Mike Glover, first through the school

arrival in 1986, was asked to ‘improve Water polo’ at the School.

and later through the City of Manchester club, produced many

He no doubt achieved this goal: during his career, the School

fine players.

produced over 40 youth/junior internationals and nine full
internationals, and Boys’ Division teams in recent years have
dominated the English Schools’ Swimming Association (ESSA)
competitions in all age groups. His retirement in 2017 was
marked by a day of ‘friendly’ water polo matches between
current and former pupils, followed by a dinner celebrating his
career, which was attended by more than 300 people. The
following academic year, he was presented with the Lifetime

Mr. Pledger succeeded Trevor Hyde as ESSA Water polo
coordinator and subsequently became ESSA President. He has
been a play zone oﬃcial at the London Olympics and at
European and Commonwealth Championships, as well as
becoming a BWPL delegate. He spends much of his time in
Malta, where he is a member of the Exiles club, helping facilitate
a number of successful schools and clubs.

Achievement Award at the Bolton News Schools Awards for his
longstanding dedication to young people’s sport.
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Students benefit from Oxbridge Conference
mini-campus. She advised how admissions staﬀ will always be

T

his year’s Oxbridge Conference, organised by Bolton School
in partnership with state schools Canon Slade and Rivington and
Blackrod High School (RBHS), was attended by 80 ambitious
students from Bolton School, Bolton Sixth Form College, UTC,
Turton, RBHS, Canon Slade and Thornleigh. The event, held at
Bolton School, built upon the success of the inaugural
conference held in 2019.
Opening the day, Mrs. Winder, Head of Sixth Form at Bolton
School Girls’ Division, explained that the Conference is timed to
‘kick-start’ Year 12 students’ thinking, in order that they are
ready to make an informed choice about applying to Oxford or
Cambridge and to support them in making a competitive
application in the Autumn Term.

happy to arrange tours and that most Oxford colleges now have
an online virtual tour.
The audience was given a step-by-step guide to applying,
including preparing for aptitude tests, writing personal
statements, completing online supplementary questionnaires
and, of course, preparing for the interview.
Gaia stressed the importance of 'supra-curricular activities',
which are usually academic in nature and relevant to the subject
that a student is applying for. She told the Year 12s to read
widely and critically, to ask questions and try to compare and
contrast diﬀerent thinkers. She said: “It is not enough to say you
are interested in a subject, you need to back it up with solid
reasoning and explanations. You need depth to your application

Gaia Lambert, Schools’ Liaison and Access Oﬃcer from St.

and to exhibit your passion for learning. Show that you can take

John’s College Cambridge, oﬀered a thorough overview of

knowledge out of school and have fun with it.”

applying to competitive universities and highlighted points of
diﬀerence between The University of Oxford and Cambridge
University. She told how Oxbridge colleges are looking for A* and
A grades at A Level and explained how each college is like a

Dr. Eves of Canon Slade delivered a presentation on how to
‘pack the most punch’ with your Personal Statement. This
document, he told the audience, can convince universities that
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you are not just a set of grades, but that you also have what it

have confidence, relax and be friendly. Bear in mind, she said,

takes to be successful. He warned that there is no room for

that interviewers want to choose someone they want to spend an

modesty due to the tight character limit.

hour a week talking to!

75% of the statement should focus on your academic subject

Mrs. Winder then led an interactive session on preparing for

and supra-curricular activities: Dr. Eves said “to get your geek-

interview and aptitude tests and Gaia Lambert oﬀered more tips

on” and demonstrate your love of your subject by talking about

on the interview itself including don’t be afraid to stop and think,

related courses, background reading, lectures attended, societies

and question the interviewer if you need to; it’s good to think out

joined and subject-specific work experience. The other 25% of

loud to show your thought process, and fine to say you’ve not

the statement, he said, should show that you are a well-rounded

covered something yet; be physically as well as mentally

human being and include examples of resilience, extra-curricular

prepared – eat well, stay hydrated, get enough sleep, don’t try to

activities, soft skills, leadership capabilities and experience

cram; remember that it’s supposed to be hard; be yourself;

beyond the classroom.

expand, elaborate and explain everything, and give examples if

Dr. Eves asked students, what adjectives apply to you? Good
examples are ‘resilient’, ‘curious’ and ‘driven’. He also reminded
them there is nothing wrong with giving your opinion – it is part of
who you are!
Natasha Hall, left Bolton School in 2015 and went on to study
Classics at Downing College, Cambridge, graduating in 2018. In
her insightful presentation, her top tips for applying included:
starting work now on supra-curricular activities and high-quality
written work that can be sent when universities ask for examples;
writing several versions of your personal statement and getting

you can; there is no “right” answer (except in the case of some
maths/science questions); and remember that the questions are
designed to elicit diﬀerent responses from diﬀerent people.
She emphasised that an interview is not a “final hurdle”, an ordeal
or a test, but an opportunity to meet in person, to assess
potential and see whether you would fit in. It’s a structured but
informal discussion with challenging, open-ended questions that
are designed to push. She said it’s a good thing if it gets harder
as this means you’re coping well with what they’ve thrown at you
and they want to find your limits!

lots of opinions; thinking about what is important to you and what
diﬀerent colleges have to oﬀer – the Student Room website can
help with this; and, when it comes to interview, to be yourself but
22
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Answering SOS Call for Kit

B

olton School Boys’ Division has once again made a
huge donation to SOS Kit Aid, this time alongside the Old
Boltonians’ AFC and Bolton Wanderers Football Club. The
kit, which was collected from Bolton School pupils and
parents, Old Bolts’ players and Bolton Wanderers, was
handed over to SOS Kit Aid representative Andy Thompson
at Bolton School.
SOS Kit Aid recycles sports kit to give young people in the
UK and overseas the chance to participate in sporting
activities, promoting social inclusion and helping to protect
the environment by reducing waste.
The School’s support of SOS Kit Aid will continue with
more collections in future.
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Year 11 learn about National Citizenship Service
minimum of 20 hours of volunteering during the academic year.

P

upils in Year 11 at Bolton School have been discovering
National Citizenship Service (NCS). The whole year group in both
the Boys’ and Girls’ Divisions found out what the scheme
involves and how it can benefit them during trips to Bolton Lads
and Girls Club (BLGC).

Many Sixth Formers go above and beyond this goal to complete
50 and 100 hours.
During their separate trips to BLGC, Boys’ Division and Girls’
Division pupils found out more about NCS and how it could
benefit them. They also received the information needed to sign

For more than ten years, Bolton School has been working with

up. While at the club, they tried out a range of activities including

BLGC to give Year 11 pupils from both Divisions the opportunity

basketball, dodgeball, football, pool, table football, cup-pong

to sign up for NCS. The scheme is a three- to four-week

and an introduction to the gym. The afternoon ended with fast-

experience, which gives young people aged 15 to 18 the

paced team challenges.

opportunity to develop their citizenship skills during school
holidays. All those who take part enjoy an outdoor pursuits trip
and a residential week in university-style accommodation, during
which they have access to lectures and activities to build
important skills. They also plan and deliver a social action project
which counts as 40 hours of voluntary work. As well as helping
them to develop themselves, the programme shows pupils that
volunteering can be fun.
NCS complements Bolton School’s Community Action
Programme, which encourages Year 12 students to complete a
26
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Apprenticeships – A Growing Trend at Bolton School
learning experience and I’m also earning a wage at the same

I

n recent years, a growing trend at Bolton School has been
both the taking on of apprentices and of students embarking on
apprenticeships after their A Levels.
In National Apprenticeship Week, we caught up with seven
apprentices currently at Bolton School. Josh Foy, who has been
in the ICT Department for over three years, is currently
undertaking an IT degree apprenticeship through QA Training
and the University of Roehampton. He periodically spends time
in Manchester and Leeds attending to the academic side of the

time.”
Hayley Yaﬀe works as a Nursery apprentice and has been at the
school for two years; she is due to finish her apprenticeship,
coordinated by Bolton College, this summer. She hopes to take
up a permanent role at the School after completing her
apprenticeship. Katie Schofield and Megan Crilley, also
apprentices at the Nursery, are with Alliance Learning and have
been at the School since last summer; both also hope to make
the positions permanent after their apprenticeships end later this

course, but he is predominantly a full-time member on the IT

year.

helpdesk. Daniel Stone and Naeem Khondoker, both aged 16,

Sam Hindley is with Alliance Learning and is currently an

also work in the ICT Department – in a week, each spends four
days at Bolton School and a day at Bolton College.
Level 3 IT apprentice Naeem Khondoker has his eyes set on
university and would like to progress to an IT Degree

apprentice working in the School’s leisure activities business –
BSS Leisure. During his two and a half years at the School, he
has already passed his Business Administration Level 2
apprenticeship and is now undertaking Level 3 and is due to

Apprenticeship. He said: “Being an apprentice works for me. I

complete in six months.

was never too fond of studying in a classroom environment, so

Apprenticeships in the Maintenance and Estates departments

working whilst I’m learning is ideal. I’m now starting to work on
bigger jobs, fixing Apple TVs and projectors — it’s been a great

are due to be launched shortly.
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Minds stretched at Physics Olympics

O

ver a hundred Year 9 pupils from 18 schools from across the region gathered
at Bolton School to compete in the annual Physics Olympics, organised by the
School, the Ogden Trust and the Institute of Physics. 31 teams, each with four
members, took part in five thirty-minute challenges and a Physics Quiz – the Fermi
Quiz – that tested their skills and knowledge over the course of the day. Each team
was named after a famous Physician from Archimedes to Volta.
When all the overall placings of each team in each task were taken into
consideration, it was a Parklands Academy Chorley group that ran out the
eventual winners – they even did so with only three members, as a colleague could
not join them at the last minute! Two teams from Priestnall School Stockport took
the Silver and Bronze medals.
The Physics Olympics was run by teacher Mr. Ormerod and Bolton School staﬀ
with assistance from the lab technicians and Sixth Form pupils. The Sixth Formers
also gave enlightening presentations at the end of the competition to help explain
the physics behind some of the answers in the Fermi Quiz.
Mr. Ormerod announced the winning teams for each individual event, with first,
second and third place in each task receiving medals. All of the pupils who
attended the Physics Olympics also received participation medals.
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During the day, girls and boys undertook a variety of tasks. The

Another construction task was ‘Jelly Baby Towers’, in which

‘Rainbow Babies’ challenge put pupils’ knowledge of physics

pupils had to build a tower that was capable of holding a hard-

principles to the test: they were asked to calculate the combined

boiled egg for ten seconds, using only brittle dry spaghetti and

mass of three hand-knitted dolls using only a stand, a spring, a

jelly babies! The tallest tower won the task, so pupils had to

stop-clock and a set of 100g masses. Pupils were given two

consider ways to strengthen their designs as well as figure out

methods, one measuring the spring’s oscillations and the other its

how to hold the egg at the top.

extension, both of which are based on Hooke’s Law. They then
had to use their knowledge and practical abilities to plot a graph
before using all of the information to come up with the correct
answer.

‘Delayed Timing’ asked pupils to slow a marble’s descent down a
sloping board, and, if possible, use it to turn a light on and oﬀ in
the course of its journey. The Year 9s quickly discovered that this
was not as easy as it appeared. They used 100g masses,

Pupils had lots of fun creating air-powered rockets in the

cardboard and masking tape to construct mazes for the marbles

‘Bullseye’ task. Each team made their own paper rocket and then

to run through and came up with creative ways to switch lights on

fired it along the corridor, aiming to send the rocket through a

and oﬀ in the process.

hoop attached to the ceiling for an extra ten points before landing
it on a target, preferably on the bullseye for maximum points!
Strategy and aerodynamics were both important for this task
although pupils enjoyed launching their creations along the
corridor regardless of the outcome!
In ‘Sink or Swim’, the challenge was to create a boat capable of
holding the greatest possible mass of marbles without sinking in a
tub of water. This was certainly one of the most diﬃcult tasks of
the day, as pupils were given just two sheets of card, two plastic
wallets and Sellotape to work with! Nonetheless, all the teams
worked hard to come up with waterproof boat designs and to
increase the buoyancy to maximise the number of marbles they

Throughout the day, there was also the ‘Fermi Quiz’ to complete:
a diﬃcult series of questions that really tested pupils’ knowledge,
but a good way to pick up extra marks for those who managed
correct answers. The eventual winner of this section was
Stockport School.
Mrs. Dootson ran a workshop for the teachers and lab
technicians from the various schools. It proved a very popular and
worthwhile session, which gave the visitors a unique opportunity
to improve their understanding of physics and they were
delighted with their “make and take” kettle man, which will assist
in the teaching of mains electricity.

could hold.
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Impressive Display at Year 7 Gymnastics Final

A

s ever, the Year 7 Gymnastics Final delivered outstanding routines involving
travelling movements and balances, as boys exhibited calmness under pressure.
In front of the entire year group and Form teachers, the nine finalists performed
eight-piece sequences; all finalists had won through earlier rounds, when all boys
in the year group had performed six-sequence routines.
Head of PE Mr. Johnson said: “This year’s Final was a very close aﬀair, with the
finalists completing a sequence learnt in their curriculum PE lessons. The boys
coped remarkably well in front of a large audience. In the end, there was a
deserved winner”.
The judging panel was given a tough task, as each pupil performed an almost
flawless routine. The eventual winner was Joe Nicholson, who was given one of
the oldest cups in the School, since the competition has run for well over 100
years. Mrs. Brandon, Deputy Head, handed out the Silver medal to Nathan Watts
and the Bronze medal to Harry Butler. All boys received a certificate for making it
to the Final.
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